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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

For the Purpose of understand this assignment we have establish our business De Loeva 

Abaya. we plan it to be an inspiring Malaysian abaya store that aims to become the top choice 

and well-known destination for premium abayas in the country. Our mission is to provide 

exceptional customer service and deliver abayas that combine traditional craftsmanship with 

modern style. We strive to empower women to embrace their individuality and express their 

personal fashion statements through our carefully curated collection. 

 

Our vision is to be a trusted provider of high-quality abayas, offering a diverse range of 

elegant and fashionable designs that inspire confidence and celebrate modesty. We recognize the 

growing demand for modest clothing within the clothing economy, and we aim to cater to the 

needs of the modest community in Malaysia while also appealing to non-Muslim customers who 

appreciate the elegance and versatility of our abayas. 

 

Here at De Loeva Abaya, we have carefully selected the best supplier and tailors from Dubai 

to custom make our original design abayas, creating a unique blend of femininity and 

sophistication. Our focus extends beyond personal fashion, as we also aim to capture the 

attention of families, friends, and coworkers who may be interested in our abayas for various 

occasions, including festive seasons and weddings. 

 

To reach our target market, working women who are seeking a change in their fashion style, 

we will primarily utilize Facebook as our main marketing platform. With its wide user base and 

effective targeting options, we aim to attract our desired audience and create a strong online 

presence in the country. 
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In summary, De Loeva Abaya seeks to establish itself as a leading abaya store in Malaysia, 

offering exceptional customer service and premium abayas that reflect the unique style and 

individuality of our customers. By combining traditional craftsmanship with modern designs, we 

aim to inspire confidence, celebrate modesty, and empower women to express themselves 

through fashion. 
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INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS 

1.1 Name and address of business 

LOGO BUSINESS NAME ADDRESS 

DE LOEVA ABAYA                              
                         
                

1.2 Organizational chart 
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1.3 Mission / vision 

 

We have decided to set a mission and vision for our business as a tool to measure our 

growth to the target we desire to achieve. 

Mission: 

Our mission is to be a Malaysian top choice & well-known Abaya store in Malaysia, 

providing exceptional customer service and delivering premium abayas that combine traditional 

craftsmanship with modern style. We aim to empower women to embrace their individuality and 

express their personal fashion statements through our carefully curated collection. 

Vision: 

To be a trusted provider of high-quality abayas, offering a diverse range of elegant and 

fashionable designs that inspire confidence and celebrate modesty. 

 

1.4 Description of products / services 

 

De Loeva Abaya was inspired by the modest community that has been growing rapidly 

through the years in the clothing economy. De Loeva Abaya wanted to create a modest, elegant, 

and confident Muslimah among the people in Malaysia. Our abaya is also open for those who are 

not Muslim and uses our abaya to celebrate any festive season or wedding.  

 

We chose the best seller in Dubai to custom make our original design abaya to create more 

feminism. De Loeva Abaya also aimed at their family which caught the attention of friends and 

coworkers. Facebook will be our main marketing space to attract working women that want to 

change their fashion style.  
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1.5 Price list 

 

We have launched a collection line of Abaya from 7 unique and dazzling color choices. 

 

Product  Name Price  

 
 

ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION (BLACK) 

RM 189 

 

ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION (BROWN) 

RM 189 
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ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION (GREEN) 

RM 189 

 

ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION (BLUE) 

RM 189 
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ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION (GRAY) 

RM 189 

 

ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION 

(TURQUOISE) 

RM 189 
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ALEEYA ABAYA 

COLLECTION (CREAM) 

RM 189 
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2. FACEBOOK 

 

2.1 Creating Facebook (FB) page.  

 
 

2.2 Customizing URL Facebook (FB) page 

Facebook business page custom link: https://www.facebook.com/LOEVAABAYA 

https://www.facebook.com/LOEVAABAYA
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2.3 Facebook (FB) post – Teaser 

 

 

TEASER 1 TEASER 2 

 
 

TEASER 3 TEASER 4 
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2.4 Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Hard sell) 

 

Hard sell 1 Hard sell 9 

  

Hard sell 2 Hard sell 10 
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Hard sell 3 Hard sell 11 

 

 

Hard sell 4 Hard sell 12 
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Hard sell 5 Hard sell 13 

 

- 

Hard sell 6 Hard sell 14 

 

- 
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Hard sell 7 Hard sell 15 

 

- 

Hard sell 8 Hard sell 16 

 

- 
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2.5 Facebook (FB) post – Copywriting (Soft sell) 

 

 

Soft sell 1 Soft sell 9 

 

 

Soft sell 2 Soft sell 10 
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Soft sell 3 Soft sell 11 

 

 

Soft sell 4 Soft sell 12 
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Soft sell 5 Soft sell 13 

 

 

Soft sell 6 Soft sell 14 

 
 

 

 

 

- 
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Soft sell 7 Soft sell 15 

 

- 

Soft sell 8 Soft sell 16 

 

- 
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2.6 Relevant Graphics 
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2.7 Sales Report 
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Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, we believe that our company De Loeva Abaya have the possibility to 

become a prominent player in the Malaysian abaya market by offering a diverse range of high-

quality, stylish, and modest abayas. Our mission to be a top choice and well-known abaya store 

in Malaysia is driven by our commitment to exceptional customer service and our aim to 

empower women to embrace their individuality through fashion. 

 

With a focus on combining traditional craftsmanship with modern designs, we aim to 

cater to the needs of the growing modest community in Malaysia. Additionally, our abayas are 

not limited to Muslim customers, as they can be embraced by anyone looking for elegant and 

versatile attire for festive seasons or special occasions. 

 

By using Facebook as our primary marketing platform, we intend to effectively reach our 

target audience of working women seeking to transform their fashion style. We will build a 

strong online presence, engaging with customers and showcasing our carefully curated 

collection of abayas. 

 

De Loeva Abaya's vision to be a trusted provider of high-quality abayas reflects our 

commitment to delivering products that inspire confidence and celebrate modesty. Through our 

unique blend of femininity and sophistication, we aim to create a positive impact on the fashion 

industry and become a go-to destination for those seeking elegant and fashionable abayas in 

Malaysia. 

 

As we embark on this journey, we are confident that De Loeva Abaya will make 

significant strides in the abaya market, earning a reputation for our exceptional products, 

outstanding customer service, and our dedication to empowering women to express their 

personal fashion statements. We look forward to establishing long-lasting relationships with our 

customers and contributing to the growth and evolution of the modest fashion industry in 

Malaysia. 


